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ABSTRACT
We detail new techniques for analysing ionospheric activity, using Epoch of Reionisa-
tion (EoR) datasets obtained with the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA), calibrated
by the ‘Real-Time System’ (RTS). Using the high spatial- and temporal-resolution in-
formation of the ionosphere provided by the RTS calibration solutions over 19 nights
of observing, we find four distinct types of ionospheric activity, and have developed
a metric to provide an ‘at a glance’ value for data quality under differing ionospheric
conditions. For each ionospheric type, we analyse variations of this metric as we re-
duce the number of pierce points, revealing that a modest number of pierce points
is required to identify the intensity of ionospheric activity; it is possible to calibrate
in real-time, providing continuous information of the phase screen. We also analyse
temporal correlations, determine diffractive scales, examine the relative fractions of
time occupied by various types of ionospheric activity, and detail a method to recon-
struct the total electron content responsible for the ionospheric data we observe. These
techniques have been developed to be instrument agnostic, useful for application on
LOFAR and SKA-Low.
Key words: atmospheric effects – plasmas – instrumentation: interferometers – site
testing
1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, low-frequency astronomy research has taken
significant leaps forward. Thanks to the steady increase in
computing power over time, new low-frequency observato-
ries have been created all around the world, many of which
are motivated by uncharted territory in astronomical re-
search, including the detection of a signal originating from
the Epoch of Reionisation (EoR). These observatories in-
clude the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR; van Haarlem
et al. 2013), the Donald C. Backer Precision Array for Prob-
ing the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER; Parsons et al. 2014),
the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array (HERA; Pober
et al. 2014), and the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA;
Tingay et al. 2013).
The Earth’s ionosphere is known to affect low-frequency
radio waves (typically less than 300 MHz), but was largely
? E-mail: christopher.jordan@curtin.edu.au
ignored as an astronomical problem until these new low-
frequency observatories came online. One large reason was
that available instruments lacked the resolution to perceive
these effects, which are now becoming apparent to new ob-
servatories. Now that the ionosphere acts as a significant ob-
stacle to obtaining high-quality low-frequency observations,
we must learn more about it.
Research into ionospheric calibration has already been
conducted. For example, Cotton et al. (2004) detail a scheme
for calibrating the 74 MHz observations in the 10 km ‘B’ con-
figuration of the Very Large Array. However, this scheme
is limited to relatively compact interferometric arrays; the
need for a general ionospheric calibration motivated the
work by Intema et al. (2009). Despite the availability of
ionospheric calibration models, successful removal of iono-
spheric effects from low-frequency radio observations is dif-
ficult and computationally expensive. Is it instead possible
to avoid data that features ionospheric activity? For an ex-
tremely sensitive project such as the EoR, quality assurance
on data affected by the ionosphere may provide a more ef-
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ficient means of detection. In addition, it is important to
understand the variety of ionospheric effects that affect ra-
dio data, as well as the evolution of ionospheric activity over
time, particularly for individual radio observatories.
In this paper, we focus our attention on ionospheric
characterisation, analysing several nights worth of data
and developing techniques for identifying adverse conditions
above the Murchison Radio Observatory (MRO). In a com-
panion paper (Trott et al. 2017, in preparation) we explore
the impact of ionospheric activity on MWA EoR, and fu-
ture Square Kilometre Array (SKA) EoR experiments. This
complements previous studies of scintillation noise due to
the ionosphere (Vedantham & Koopmans 2015, 2016).
1.1 The ionosphere
The ionosphere has been studied for many decades, typi-
cally with ionosondes, but also using global position system
(GPS) satellites at coarse resolution (temporally 2 hours,
spatially 5◦ and 2.5◦ in longitude and latitude, respectively;
Arora et al. 2015). Such study has determined that the elec-
tron density of the ionosphere is most significant at altitudes
between 150 and several thousand kilometres, although it
peaks between 250 and 600 km (Mannucci et al. 1998). Erick-
son et al. (2001) find that using only 4 GPS receivers, large-
scale structures (>1000 km) can be identified, but small-
scale structures (<100 km) require a high density of GPS
receivers to provide an adequate number of pierce points.
These small-scale structures can severely impact the quality
of radio data obtained, but before we can hope to calibrate
them, we must first identify and characterise them. Thus,
the ionosphere has received attention as a substantial ob-
stacle to low-frequency observations (typically <300 MHz).
However, it can also severely impact high-precision experi-
ments at frequencies as high as 10 GHz (Asaki et al. 2007).
The ionosphere is often described by its total electron
content (TEC), which is a column-density of electrons in-
tegrated along a line through the plasma. These electrons
act to refract the incoming, planar wavefronts of far-field
sources, inducing a delay that is observed as a change in
phase. Because the MWA is an interferometer, measuring
the phase differences across baselines, it is unable to identify
the total amount of phase contributed by the TEC. Instead,
the MWA measures the differences in these phases, caused
by variations of the TEC.
Variations of the TEC can be categorised into groups;
for example, an interferometer will detect a first-order vari-
ation of the TEC as a slope across the whole field of view.
This will manifest a bulk offset apparent to all observed radio
sources, and is simple to calibrate. Higher-order variations
in the TEC are much more difficult to calibrate; not only
do radio sources have the potential to scintillate (focus/de-
focus, change apparent flux density, visibly distort etc.), but
the responsible anisotropies form a small fraction of the total
TEC. Moving into the SKA era, it is pertinent to understand
these higher-order TEC variations; how many radio sources
are required to identify and calibrate small-scale ionospheric
structures? How quickly does the ionosphere change? These
questions comprise a large motivation for this work.
When observing through the ionosphere at an arbitrary
elevation and azimuth, the TEC modulating incoming radio
waves is referred to as the slant TEC (STEC). The appar-
ent spatial offsets of sources due to ionospheric refraction is
given by:
∆θ ' − 1
8pi2
e2
0me
1
ν2
∇STEC [rad] (1)
where e is the electron charge and me is the electron mass.
For convenience, in this work we use the terms ‘ionosphere’
and ‘STEC’ interchangeably. As seen in Equation 1, the re-
fractive shift due to the ionosphere is proportional to λ2;
this implies that low-frequency radio observations can be
severely impacted by adverse ionospheric activity. If high-
sensitivity and high dynamic range experiments are ever go-
ing to be realised, such as detection of the EoR signature,
diagnosis and assessment of our ionosphere are required.
The MWA is an SKA-Low precursor, comprised of a
128-element dipole array capable of observing frequencies
between 80 and 300 MHz. The MWA has demonstrated
the ability to characterise ionospheric activity by revealing
prominent tubular structures aligned with the Earth’s mag-
netic field (Loi et al. 2015). In a similar way, this work aims
to use the MWA to characterise ionospheric activity in the
context of EoR datasets.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND CALIBRATION
MWA EoR observations are conducted in a number of differ-
ent fields, selected primarily to be in regions of low-sky tem-
perature at high Galactic latitude. In this work, all observa-
tions were conducted on the ‘EoR-0’ field (α = 0h, δ = −27◦)
(Jacobs et al. 2016). A total of 927 observations were used
from September to December 2015, each comprising 112 sec-
onds of data, culminating in just under 29 hours of data.
Observations are referenced by their observational number
(‘obsid’), which is a timestamp using the global positioning
system format in seconds. Table 1 shows all observations
used in this work.
MWA observations provide 30.72 MHz of total band-
width over 24 coarse channels. The correlator output is pro-
vided every 2 s with a frequency resolution of 40 kHz, and is
written as a discrete file on a 112 s cadence. For these obser-
vations, the centre frequency was 182 MHz, and calibration
was performed every 8 s to provide 14 ‘snapshot’ intervals
per observation (Bowman et al. 2013).
2.1 Measuring ionospheric effects with the RTS
As its name suggests, the RTS is designed for real-time cal-
ibration via a calibrator measurement loop (Mitchell et al.
2008). Note that in this context, a calibrator refers to a ra-
dio source, typically an unresolved radio galaxy. Ionospheric
diagnosis also forms a key part of this calibration loop. For
our purposes, a large number of pierce points (order 1000) is
useful for ionospheric characterisation; however, running the
RTS with this many calibrators is too computationally ex-
pensive for real-time analysis. Fortunately, for the purposes
of EoR datasets, real-time analysis is not required, allow-
ing thorough off-line calibration. A summary of this cali-
brator measurement loop is as follows (for more detail see
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Table 1. Dates of observations used in this work. Each obser-
vation (‘obsid’) represents a timestamp in the global positioning
system format, and was calibrated by the RTS using 1000 sources
in the EoR-0 field.
Date First obsid Final obsid
2015-09-08 1125762376 1125770552
2015-09-10 1125934704 1125942880
2015-09-12 1126107032 1126115208
2015-09-14 1126279360 1126287536
2015-09-22 1126971240 1126976848
2015-09-24 1127141000 1127149176
2015-10-06 1128174968 1128183144
2015-10-08 1128347304 1128355472
2015-10-10 1128519632 1128527800
2015-10-12 1128698424 1128700128
2015-10-14 1128864288 1128872456
2015-10-20 1129381272 1129389440
2015-10-22 1129553600 1129561160
2015-11-23 1132312496 1132318960
2015-11-29 1132831192 1132836064
2015-12-03 1133176976 1133180752
2015-12-05 1133349792 1133353080
2015-12-09 1133695544 1133697736
2015-12-11 1133868480 1133868728
Mitchell et al. 2008). The loop runs after standard direction-
independent gain and bandpass calibration.
(i) From a large catalogue of radio sources and their
flux densities, visible sources are ranked according to their
expected received power, attenuated by the antenna primary
beam;
(ii) Calibrators have their contributions in visibility
space subtracted (pre-peeled), to reduce their sidelobe con-
tribution as much as possible;
(iii) Begin a loop over every calibrator, starting with the
brightest. For this calibrator, restore its subtracted visibili-
ties in step (ii), and rotate the visibility space such that the
expected position of this calibrator is in the phase centre.
Average the visibilities of the calibrator in time (typically
8 s) and within each frequency channel (of width 1.28 MHz)
to reduce thermal noise;
(iv) A single λ2 dependence of ionospheric refraction is
fitted to all coarse channels (over a total of 30.72 MHz).
To first order the small refractive phases result in residual
visibilities with non-zero imaginary parts that scale linearly
with flux density, u, v and λ2, and this system is solved via
linear least squares to model the refraction. Re-rotate the
phase centre to the apparent position of the calibrator;
(v) For a small number of the brightest calibrators,
Jones matrices can also be estimated, representing the po-
larised voltage gain of each antenna;
(vi) If the gain and ionospheric measurements pass cer-
tain goodness-of-fit tests, they are used to peel the visibilities
of the calibrator from the measurement set. If the tests are
not passed, the original subtraction in step (ii) is reapplied.
For every other calibrator to be processed, repeat from step
(iii).
It is this procedure that facilitates the work presented in
this paper, providing high spatial- and temporal-resolution
measurements of the ionosphere over a large field of view.
As discussed in Section 1.1, the ionosphere is comprised of
various order variations in the TEC. Most of the time, the
TEC is approximately constant across large solid angles of
the Earth. The higher-order variations of the TEC, which
the RTS probes with exquisite resolution, form only a small
fraction of the total TEC. As typical measurements of the
TEC are restricted to GPS satellites, the RTS is well posi-
tioned to study these higher-order variations.
Throughout, we associate deviations from catalogue po-
sitions measured with the RTS with ionospheric refraction.
The number of sources used for RTS calibration can be speci-
fied at runtime, although typically either 300 or 1000 sources
are used. In this work, all observations have been calibrated
with 1000 sources. These sources were derived from cata-
logues provided by the Positional Update and Matching Al-
gorithm (PUMA; Line et al. 2017). Further details of RTS
design and calibration can be found in Mitchell et al. (2008).
If the number of calibrator sources used is small enough
(100), it is possible to run the RTS in real-time. Such an
operation would provide a continuous, high-resolution char-
acterisation of the ionosphere.
As the ionospheric refraction fits also provide amplitude
estimates for every calibrator source, it is possible to inves-
tigate the scintillation effects of the ionosphere; however,
this paper focuses only on the difference between apparent
and expected positions of calibrator sources (ionospheric off-
sets). Additional higher-order effects of the ionosphere may
be investigated in future publications.
3 IONOSPHERIC ANALYSIS WITH
CTHULHU
Upon running the RTS, status information along with mea-
sured ionospheric corrections are dumped into log files. To
extract and analyse the information pertaining to the iono-
sphere, we have designed a software suite in the Python
programming language, titled cthulhu. A summary of the
functions of cthulhu is as follows:
(i) Scraping of RTS calibration logs for observational
metadata, such as the observational number, pointing centre
and observing frequency, as well as ionospheric corrections
for every calibrator source. These corrections are typically
listed every 8 s over 112 s for EoR data;
(ii) Calibrator positions are listed in Alt.-Az. co-
ordinates, while ionospheric corrections are listed as l and
m direction cosines. These are converted to have both cali-
brator positions and ionospheric corrections in RA-Dec. co-
ordinates;
(iii) Calculation of a metric describing ionospheric qual-
ity for observations (the metric is detailed in Section 4.1);
(iv) Optionally, the ionospheric corrections may be used
to reconstruct a scalar field representing the TEC (detailed
in Appendix A). Plotting functions are provided to generate
diagnostic plots, including two-dimensional power spectra
derived from the reconstructed TEC.
The source code of cthulhu, as well as examples and
sample data, are provided on GitHub1. cthulhu has been
designed to be as modular as possible, such that future mod-
ification would be easily accomplished; for example, addi-
1 https://github.com/cjordan/cthulhu
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tional co-ordinate systems rather than RA-Dec. may be im-
plemented.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Metric of ionospheric activity
Using a range of statistics, we have determined a useful for-
mula for quickly scoring a dataset for the presence and class
of ionospheric activity. There are two properties of iono-
spheric activity that we wish to capture in these statistics;
firstly, the overall strength of the activity, and secondly, the
level of structure in the activity (e.g. whether it is highly
anisotropic or turbulent on some typical scale). Focusing on
the first property, the statistics investigated include:
(i) The median magnitude of ionospheric offsets;
(ii) The standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of the
reconstructed scalar-field TEC;
while those focusing on the second property include:
(iii) The standard deviation of the Laplacian and Hessian
over the reconstructed scalar-field TEC;
(iv) The dominant normalised eigenvalue determined by a
principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA is performed
directly on the source offsets, with the offset in both orthog-
onal directions forming the 2-dimensional space of the PCA.
The fraction of the total variance explained by a given com-
ponent is equivalent to its normalised eigenvalue, i/∑ i .
Because the data are two-dimensional, the principal compo-
nent explains between 50 and 100 per cent of the variance,
which quantifies how well the data are reproduced with only
a single dimension.
As could be expected, each of these statistics are highly
correlated, with those within each group being more highly
correlated with each other. Thus for simplicity and efficiency,
we chose a representative statistic from each group - (i) the
median offset, and (ii) the dominant normalised PCA eigen-
value - as complementary descriptions of the data. The me-
dian offset is sensitive to the amplitude of the gradient of the
STEC, but completely insensitive to directionality, includ-
ing anisotropy. Conversely, the dominant normalised PCA
eigenvalue is sensitive to the level of anisotropy, but com-
pletely insensitive to the amplitude of the offsets.
A scatter plot of the dominant eigenvalue determined
by PCA vs. median ionospheric offsets can be seen in Fig. 1.
The ionospheric data from each observation were inspected,
and in conjunction with this plot, four populations have been
highlighted, qualitatively described as:
(i) weakly-correlated ionospheric offset directions, with
small-magnitude offsets. These observations appear to have
very little ionospheric activity;
(ii) weakly- or moderately-correlated ionospheric offset
directions, with moderate- or large-magnitude offsets. It is
possible that some instances of this kind of ionospheric ac-
tivity show a strong preference in the direction of the iono-
spheric offsets, but our field of view is too restricted to see
this. These may be good examples of TIDs and isotropic
turbulence;
(iii) highly-correlated ionospheric offset directions, with
weak-magnitude offsets. These types of ionospheres appear
to be largely inactive, but contain weak coherent structure,
possibly due to increased geomagnetic activity; and
(iv) highly-correlated ionospheric offset directions, with
large-magnitude offsets. These observations are similar to
those of Loi et al. (2015), and feature extreme ionospheric
activity. This type of ionospheric activity was only witnessed
twice in our nineteen nights of observing, suggesting that
this behaviour is uncommon.
We have labelled each of these classifications as types 1
through 4. These groups have been specifically classified by
the following criteria:
m < 0.14 and p < 63⇒ Type 1
m > 0.14 and p < 70⇒ Type 2
m < 0.14 and p > 63⇒ Type 3
m > 0.14 and p > 70⇒ Type 4,
where m is the median ionospheric offset across all sources
in arcmin at 200 MHz, and p is the dominant eigenvalue
determined by PCA in per cent. These criteria divide the
total population into approximately 74, 15, 2.3 and 8.4 per
cent for ionospheric types 1 through 4, respectively.
For the remainder of this paper, we refer back to these
classifications as designated types of ionospheric activity.
Fig. 2 presents an example of each of these four types. While
type 1 ionospheric conditions can be assumed to be best
for radio observing (and similarly, type 4 the poorest), at
present, it is uncertain which of type 2 or 3 conditions are
poorer. It is beyond the scope of this paper to determine
which is worse, and follow-on work from this paper which
analyses the effect of the ionosphere on EoR data will re-
solve the difference. However, we have proceeded under the
assumption that the quality of radio data degrades as the
ionospheric type increases, as anisotropic distributions seen
in type 3 data (such as what is shown in Fig. 2) may affect
only some uv frequencies, while type 2 data is more likely to
affect all frequencies, and may be easier to calibrate given
their large-scale structures. The possible uv -plane bias in-
troduced by type 3 ionospheric conditions would be partic-
ularly poor for EoR power spectra, with additional power
introduced into some modes but not others.
We have constructed a metric using the statistics de-
scribed above. The metric is designed such that larger values
designate poorer observing conditions, and is defined as:
M =
{
25m + 64p (p − 0.6) , if p > 0.6
25m, otherwise
where M is the metric of ionospheric quality. This places
a quadratic dependence on eigenvalue determined by PCA,
biasing this statistic for strongly-aligned ionospheric offsets.
Fig. 3 shows the metric value of each observation, sorted
from lowest to highest, to indicate the fractions of active
and inactive ionospheres. Type 2 ionospheres start to blend
with Type 1 ionospheres around index 650; if we consider
this as point discriminating active and inactive ionospheres,
then 69 per cent of observations lack ionospheric activity.
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 1. Scatter plot for the dominant eigenvalue determined by PCA vs. median ionospheric offset for each observation. Each of the
types of ionospheric activity described in Section 4.1 are highlighted here; examples of each type can be seen in Fig. 2. The fractional
size of each population is approximately 74, 15, 2.3 and 8.4 per cent for types 1 through 4, respectively. The contour levels indicate the
density of observations, and are at 90, 60 and 30 per cent.
4.2 Spatial structure
Mevius et al. (2016) used the LOFAR radio telescope to
characterise ionospheric structure by tracking a single source
over a large amount of time. This statistic allows an under-
standing of the spatial correlation lengths by tracing the
celestial-frame source as it pierces a track through the iono-
sphere. They diagnose spatial correlation in terms of the
phase structure function:
D(r) =
〈(
φ(r ′) − φ(r ′ + r))2〉
where r is the baseline length, φ(r) is the phase at baseline
length r, and D(r) is the variance. In the work described,
the ensemble average is conducted over the temporal phase
of the source of each LOFAR baseline. It is possible to con-
duct this type of analysis with our MWA observations, with
the addition of using many sources rather than a single
one. With the high spatial and temporal resolution of the
MWA data, and the co-temporal phase estimation of many
sources, the ensemble average may be conducted over either
dimension. In the limit of the frozen flow model (van der Tol
et al. 2007), both approaches should yield the same struc-
ture function. Deviations from this outcome may indicate
the non-stationary nature of ionospheric structure over the
wide MWA field-of-view. In the following subsections, we
discuss both approaches, but firstly define the reconstructed
phase, φ, on a baseline (u, v), as:
φ = 2pi(u∆l + v∆m),
where ∆l, ∆m denote the measured source offset vector com-
ponents.
4.2.1 Phase variance of a spatial ensemble
The phase variance is computed across all sources used for
ionospheric pierce points, representing the structure of the
approximate 25-by-25 degree field-of-view of the MWA. This
mode takes a snapshot view of the ionosphere above the ar-
ray. Fig. 4 displays reconstructed phase variance estimates
across all 8128 baselines of the MWA for Type 1 and 4 iono-
spheres, while their estimated scales are rdiff = 6.3 − 7.3 km
and rdiff = 2.9 − 4.5 km, respectively.
Due to the large field of view of the MWA, it is possi-
ble that this analysis exacerbates differences between STEC
(which we measure) and VTEC (which is elevation depen-
dent). When performing our spatial ensemble analysis, we
considered this point, but found no significant effect that
would cause a bias in the phase variance.
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 2. Four observations with their ionospheric offsets overlaid on their corresponding reconstructed TEC scalar fields. The units of
the colour-scale for each plot are TECU (or 1016 m−2). Each ionospheric offset is colour-coded according to its direction, and is scaled by
a factor of 60. The reconstructed TECs have had their minimum values subtracted, to remove the arbitrary constant of integration. Note
that ionospheric offsets are derived from an observing frequency of 200 MHz, and we assume a height of 400 km in order to calculate the
TEC units.
4.2.2 Phase variance of a temporal ensemble
If the conditions of the ionosphere vary spatially, particularly
over the large field-of-view probed instantaneously by the
MWA, then a spatial ensemble average may over-estimate
the phase variance, thereby under-estimating the diffractive
scale. If we follow the methods of Mevius et al. (2016) to
track a single, bright calibrator temporally, then we probe
a more contained region of the ionosphere. Fig. 5 displays
the reconstructed phase variance estimates for Type 1 and 4
ionospheres. The corresponding estimated scales are rdiff >
10 km and rdiff > 3.1 km for types 1 and 4, respectively. The
anisotropy is evident in the Type 4 data, where baseline
vectors perpendicular to the principal component yield very
small variance estimates.
By construction, this analysis with MWA baselines
utilises a power-law index of 2. However, pure Kolmogorov
turbulence has an index of 5/3, and Mevius et al. (2016) mea-
sure an average index of 1.89. To determine the diffractive
scales with a slope that is purely turbulent for these data,
we can use the phase variance at the average baseline length
of the MWA (2.2 km) and extrapolate using a slope of 5/3.
This places the upper limits of rdiff to be 32 and 27 km for
Type 1 and 4 data, respectively.
When the source offsets are highly anisotropic, the
diffractive scale does not have a physical definition that can
be associated with a turbulent scale size, and the two meth-
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 3. Plot of the ionospheric quality metric for every obser-
vation used in this work, sorted from lowest to highest. Sections
of the line highlight the type of ionosphere determined for that
observation.
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Figure 4. Diffractive scale estimation of Type 1 and 4 observa-
tions, using a spatial ensemble average to determine phase vari-
ance for a given baseline. Extrapolated values estimate diffractive
scales of rdiff = 6.3 − 7.3 km and rdiff = 2.9 − 4.5 km for types 1 and
4, respectively.
ods yield comparable results. When the data show turbulent-
like structure, the temporal average yields larger diffractive
scales, due to an irregular structure in the ionosphere. From
these results, we suggest that the typical diffractive scales
of extremely active ionospheric data is approximately a few
kilometers, while inactive ionospheric data has a diffractive
scale on the order of ten kilometers. The temporal-average
scales reported by Mevius et al. (2016) using LOFAR are
broadly consistent with ours, after converting their results
from a 150 MHz basis to our 200 MHz.
4.3 Temporal properties
At present, the temporal behaviour of the ionosphere is not
well characterised. In order to calibrate their instruments,
low-frequency radio astronomers are interested in coherence-
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Figure 5. Diffractive scale estimation of Type 1 and 4 observa-
tions, using a temporal ensemble average of an indicative source
to determine phase variance for a given baseline. Extrapolated
values estimate diffractive scales of rdiff > 10 km and rdiff > 3.1 km
for types 1 and 4, respectively.
time lengths of ionospheric activity, as well as some forecast-
ing ability for the remaining night-time hours. Fortunately,
using EoR datasets, we are able to analyse temporal iono-
spheric variations over many hours.
4.3.1 Celestial frame variation
Temporal ionospheric coherence may be examined by appli-
cation of the two-point correlation function:
ρ(t) =
〈(
O(t) − 〈O(t)〉) (O(t + ∆t) − 〈O(t + ∆t)〉)〉
σ(t)σ(t + ∆t)
where O(t) represents the ionospheric offsets at the observa-
tion time t, and the ensemble average is performed spatially
across pixels in the reconstructed STEC. For this analysis,
we use only the ionospheric offsets in the l-direction; note
that the l-direction is typically orthogonal to ionospheric
structures seen in Type 3 and 4 data.
It should be noted that the EoR datasets used in this
work have used a ‘drift-and-shift’ observing strategy: over
the course of the observations, the pointing centre is period-
ically changed to keep the EoR-0 field close to the centre of
the primary beam. While it is possible to analyse temporal
correlations of the ionosphere across an entire evening, they
will be affected by systematic effects, such as a direction-
dependent primary beam, as well as introducing different
parts of the ionosphere for every ‘shift’. Thus, because of
the drift-and-shift observing mode, we must analyse observa-
tions available between adjusted pointing centres if we wish
to avoid bias.
Fig. 6 shows this celestial-frame analysis applied to each
of the four designated types of ionospheric activity. The ob-
servation ranges used within this plot are 1126972456 to
1126974168 for Type 1, 1133350400 to 1133352104 for Type
2, 1129559208 to 1129560920 for Type 3 and 1125764328 to
1125766040 for Type 4. Each of these observation ranges are
within a ‘shift’ of the observing mode, to mitigate systematic
biases. The errors in Fig. 6 are determined with:
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E(t) =
√
2
〈ρ(t)〉√
N(t)
where N(t) is the number of data points available at a lag t.
Type 1 ionospheric data decorrelates most rapidly of all
types, and has correlation coefficients consistent with noise
after approximately 100 s. This indicates that Type 1 data
are noise-like, most likely because any ionospheric refrac-
tions are small and incoherent. Vedantham & Koopmans
(2015) find that pure Kolmogorov-type turbulence has tem-
poral coherence only on small timescales for short baselines,
which may be responsible for the results we describe here.
Type 2 ionospheric data decorrelates least rapidly of all
types, likely due to the large-scale structures present in the
observations; see Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is thus providing an indica-
tion of the scale of the ionospheric structures. After approx-
imately 400 s, the Type 2 correlation coefficients are noise-
like, which also indicates that the ionospheric structures are
not regular, or are not orthogonal to the sidereal rate of
rotation of the celestial sources used.
Type 3 ionospheric data has perhaps the least noise-
like correlation coefficients across the 1000 s of observations.
Like the Type 2 data used, compared to the field of view,
the ionospheric structures appear to be relatively large and
regular, but little if any ionospheric structure is present be-
tween the ‘valleys’.
Finally, Type 4 ionospheric data smoothly varies from
lag values between 0 and 300 s. As the Type 4 data is regu-
lar, one might expect celestial sources to refract in opposite
directions as they ‘travel across’ the ionospheric structures;
this seems to manifest visibly in our temporal correlation
plot. As with the Type 2 data, the rate of decrease in the
correlation coefficients hint at the size of the ionospheric
structures present.
Intema et al. (2009) discuss the temporal resolution
required to calibrate ionospheric structures; while a high-
temporal-resolution view of the ionosphere may be required
to precisely calibrate the induced phase changes in observed
radio data, the results presented in Fig. 6 indicate that the
majority of ionospheric structure changes slowly with time.
Thus, because the ionosphere generally does not change dra-
matically on small (<50s) timescales, it is possible that the
majority of ionospheric structure could be calibrated at the
temporal resolution used by these data (8s).
4.3.2 Geocentric frame variation
By analysing ionospheric activity in a geocentric frame, we
can eliminate effects of the Earth’s sidereal rate of rotation.
Geocentric reference frames can be obtained by converting
celestial source positions and their ionospheric offsets into
an (l,m) co-ordinate system, using the local zenith as the
origin. This method has the advantage of avoiding compli-
cations in spherical co-ordinate systems, such as Alt.-Az.,
where sources are spread across a wide range of latitudes.
Here, to analyse the temporal properties of the ionosphere,
we use the reconstructed TEC scalar fields projected in a
single geocentric frame.
Fig. 7 displays the two-point correlation function com-
puted over these re-projected TEC scalar fields. Type 1 data
completely decorrelates within approximately 50 s; similar
to Section 4.3.1, we attribute this result to noise-like data,
which indicates a lack of ionospheric activity. Also similar
to Section 4.3.1, Type 4 data decorrelates smoothly down
to ρ ≈ − 0.5 at a lag of approximately 1000 s. This slow
decorrelation manifests as a result of the ionospheric struc-
tures slowly moving across the field of view, and negatively
correlating due to their regular, sinusoid-like appearance.
Future work using this analysis will be useful to bet-
ter understand subtle ionospheric effects; for example, by
using many more pierce points, we may reconstruct TECs
with higher precision, and better determine the variability
of the ionospheric structures seen in Type 4 data, or iden-
tify weak structures present in data with seemingly inactive
ionospheric activity.
4.3.3 Metric variation
In the other temporal-focused sections of this paper, we have
determined that ionospheric activity tends to persist over
long spans of time. It is prudent to analyse the variation of
our metric of ionospheric quality over an observation ses-
sion; if the variance of the metric is significant within a
short span of time, then it may be misleading to an ob-
server that would otherwise assume the ionosphere is be-
having favourably for their low-frequency instrument. Many
low-frequency projects, including EoR observations with the
MWA, only observe in the evening; it is useful to measure
the activity of the ionosphere over the course of an evening
to understand typical variations.
Fig. 8 shows the metric of ionospheric quality over five
tracks of time, one for each ionospheric type and another
night which transitions from Type 4 to 1. Types 1, 3 and 4
are reasonably consistent across nearly 6000 s of data. Type
2, however, has a large variance in its metric values over
time; this may be due to the ionospheric structures respon-
sible, which are especially large compared to the MWA field
of view, and may be drifting in and out of sight as the ob-
servations progress. Despite the large variance, the metric
values indicate adverse observing conditions.
The data labelled ‘transition’ in Fig. 8 were collected
on 2015-10-08. These data show metric values ranging from
what would be classified as Type 4 down to Type 1. The
ionosphere appears to be extremely active at the start of the
observations, but steadily decreases in activity until approx-
imately 3000 s later, when the corresponding metric values
are similar to our Type 1 data. This suggests that the iono-
sphere can slowly change from active to inactive on time
scales of order an hour. While we do not witness any abrupt
changes in ionospheric activity (order seconds or minutes), it
seems that monitoring should be conducted at least hourly
to ensure ideal observing conditions.
4.4 Density of pierce points required to assess
ionospheric activity
In this work, each observation has been calibrated with 1000
sources, which provides a high density of pierce points within
the primary beam of the MWA to diagnose ionospheric ac-
tivity. However, using 1000 sources is computationally ex-
pensive; are we able to diagnose ionospheric activity with a
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Figure 6. Temporal correlations for each of the four ionospheric types discussed in this work. The solid lines represent the ensemble
averaged values, while the shaded region represents the error. A solid black line has been added at ρ = 0 for clarity. Type 1 decorrelates
rapidly due to noise-like data, which in turn indicates a lack of ionospheric presence. Type 4 data smoothly decorrelates into negative
correlation coefficient values, which is indicative of regular structures in the ionosphere.
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Figure 7. Temporal two-point correlation using 1500 seconds of
Type 1 and 4 observations. These data make use of reconstructed
TECs in a geocentric frame. Type 1 data decorrelates rapidly,
due to its lack of significant ionospheric structure. Type 4 data
decorrelates slowly and smoothly toward ρ ≈ − 0.5; this indicates
that the ionospheric structures seen in Type 4 data are slowly
moving in a geocentric frame, and as they appear regular (similar
to a two-dimensional sinusoid), negatively correlate given enough
time.
smaller density of pierce points? In this section, we break
the field of view (approximately 25-by-25 square degrees)
into equally sized bins, and for each bin, choose the bright-
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Figure 8. Line plot of the ionospheric quality metric for each
of the four ionospheric types discussed in this work, as well as
another night showing a transition. Types 1, 3 and 4 appear to
have little variation in their metric values over the time series,
whereas Type 2 is less stable. The transitional observations start
active and become inactive after almost an hour; this indicates
that ionospheric activity should be monitored at least hourly for
observational quality assurance.
est source as our pierce point, gradually increasing the bin
size. Results are shown in Fig. 9.
We find that the metric of ionospheric quality is gen-
erally consistent down to a grid resolution of 20 (20-by-20
boxes for a total of 400 pierce points). Fewer pierce points
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Figure 9. Scatter and line plot comparing the ionospheric quality
metric for each of the four ionospheric types discussed in this
work against pierce point density. The primary beam of the MWA
(approximately 25-by-25 square degrees) was divided into evenly-
sized bins, and the brightest calibrator (if any were available) in
the bin was used in the final pierce point count. Using only these
bright calibrators, the ionospheric quality metric was calculated
and plotted with dots here. Type 1 and 3 data have large variances
at small resolutions; when adjusting the calculation of the metric,
the lines are obtained. The lines indicates that we can determine
ionospheric activity even with few (< 200) pierce points.
are less reliable for identifying Type 1 and 3 data, but seem
robust for types 2 and 4. Type 1 and 3 data becomes er-
ratic with fewer pierce points due to enhanced contribution
of the PCA eigenvalue in the ionospheric quality metric; in
order to work around this, the metric could be tweaked for
this analysis to provide more consistent results. Indeed, by
ignoring the magnitude of ionospheric offsets when perform-
ing a PCA, the metric value becomes smooth across all grid
resolutions; see the lines in Fig. 9. This tweaked metric cal-
culation allows for accurate determination of ionospheric ac-
tivity, even with very few pierce points (100 at the low end).
This is good news for low-frequency instruments that seek
to alter their observing schedules in a short timeframe; an
inexpensive calibration of data using few (order 300) pierce
points can determine whether a sensitive project, such as
the EoR, should be rescheduled early in an observing run.
With an understanding of how differing ionospheric
types affect the desired measurable quantities (e.g. EoR
power spectrum), we can refine this test to identify a fast,
cheap way of identifying adverse ionospheric conditions. In
addition, if only a few pierce points are used, it is possible to
continuously characterise ionospheric activity in real-time.
4.5 Comparison of ionospheric quality metric
with planetary K indices
Geophysicists convert geomagnetic fluctuations measured
in nanoTesla into K indices, which take values between 0
and 9. K indices provide a measure of activity in the ge-
omagnetic field, typically caused by solar radiation (Men-
vielle & Berthelier 1991). Thirteen geomagnetic observato-
ries around the world record K indices every 3 hours, which
are then averaged to yield planetary K indices (Kp). Due to
dependence on geographic location, each observatory is sub-
ject to a different scale of geomagnetic fluctuation. Thus,
the reported K indices are adjusted from each observatory
such that the historical average counts of reported K indices
matches all other observatories. Given that a geographic
variation exists, and eleven of the thirteen geomagnetic ob-
servatories contributing to Kp indices are in the northern
hemisphere, far from the MRO, we compared data from
two Australian observatories against the others, including
one geographically close to the MRO (Gingin, the other be-
ing Canberra), but found no significant differences. In this
work, we opt to use Kp indices rather than data only from
Australian geomagnetic observatories, because the averaged
indices have higher resolution to their data. The data used
in this work were taken from the National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Information website2.
Fig. 10 shows the ionospheric quality metric values for
all observations detailed in this work, along with Kp indices
for every 3 hour interval. A number of peaks in the Kp indices
are visible, four of which occur close to our observations.
The peak on the 7th of September precedes our most active
ionospheric data by about 20 hours. We also have active
ionospheric data after the October 7 peak, again lagging by
approximately 20 hours. However, our data features inactive
ionospheric data for the other two peaks in the Kp indices
on the 9th and 11th of September. The lags between Kp
index peaks and our data is in both cases approximately
27 hours. Perhaps the additional 7 hour difference is enough
for conditions to calm after increased geomagnetic activity?
We conducted an analysis where the average Kp index
value some time before each metric value was compared
against each other. When using the average Kp index be-
tween 12 and 24 hours before our observations, we see our
two most ionosphericly active nights along with a quiet one
with Kp indices greater than 5. Other time lags (24-36 hours,
12-36 hours) were also compared, and give similar results.
However, because our results are so sparse, we are unable to
draw any significant conclusions. If either of our two most
ionosphericly active nights were not observed, then we would
be inclined to believe there was no relation between our
metric values and Kp indices. Perhaps exceeding a certain
threshold in the Kp indices leads to an increased likelihood
of enhanced ionospheric activity, but we would need more
data to confirm this claim.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have developed robust techniques for ionospheric char-
acterisation with MWA EoR data, and have identified four
prominent types of ionospheric activity. Fortunately for
low-frequency astronomy, the ionosphere is mostly inactive.
However, in the data used for this work, we occasionally ob-
serve structures in the STEC. In addition, it appears that
the degree of ionospheric activity persists across the course
of an evening, which allows low-frequency observatories to
alter their observing schedules early in an evening.
2 https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/GEOMAG/kp_ap.html
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Figure 10. Ionospheric quality metric values for all observations detailed in this work plotted against time. The background colour
represents the Kp indices, with a single index plotted every 3 hours, but smoothed with a Hanning window of length 7. A spectrum of
geomagnetic activity occurs over the dates of our ionospheric data, including four peaks in the Kp indices occurring close in time to our
observations. There is insufficient data to conclude a relationship.
From these data, we provide a summary of our conclu-
sions:
(i) Ionospheric activity can be broadly categorised into
four different types. The classification for each type is some-
what arbitrary, but serves to illustrate various properties of
these different observations. Our category for observations
without active ionospheric activity occupies approximately
74 per cent of all observations;
(ii) A metric of ionospheric quality, using only two
statistics, may be simple enough to determine if the iono-
sphere is sufficiently quiet to undertake particular experi-
ments, with both the MWA and future SKA on the Murchi-
son site;
(iii) Two methods by which we can determine the
diffractive scale of the ionosphere. The first, as detailed by
Mevius et al. (2016), analyses the ionospheric refraction ap-
plied to a single point source as it drifts across the sky
over an observation. The second extends the concept from
a single source to all available sources. The first method
indicates larger diffractive scales than the second for tur-
bulent conditions, possibly due to a biasing effect by intro-
ducing more sources and spatially-variant ionospheric prop-
erties, but both methods are broadly consistent. Inactive
ionospheric data have diffractive scales of 6.3 − 7.3 km and
> 10 km for the first and second methods, respectively, while
extremely active ionospheric data have diffractive scales of
2.9 − 4.5 km and > 3.1 km for the first and second methods,
respectively;
(vi) Temporal correlations of pierce points can deter-
mine the presence of ionospheric activity, and if any is
present, show the scale and nature of the ionospheric struc-
tures;
(v) By using observations with 1000 pierce points, we
have determined that as few as 100–200 pierce points are
required to identify ionospheric activity;
(vi) The severity and type of ionospheric activity tends
to remain constant across an entire evening of observations.
However, in one of our nineteen nights of observations, we do
see the ionospheric activity change from extremely active to
inactive in one hour. This suggests that ionospheric activity
should be monitored at least hourly;
(vii) Geomagnetic activity highlighted by Kp indices do
not appear to be correlated with our metric of ionospheric
quality, but more data is required to confirm a relationship
either way.
Finally, the degree, type, and frequency of ionospheric
activity at the Murchison Radioastronomy Observatory
studied in this work suggest that the core of SKA-Low is
highly-calibratable, having a physical footprint of equivalent
size to the MWA. Scintillation effects present in seemingly
common Type 1 conditions can be calibrated (Vedantham
& Koopmans 2016), but in addition, due to the stability of
ionospheric structures, it is possible that the effect of intense
ionospheric activity can be largely subtracted from observed
radio data.
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APPENDIX A: SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION
Interferometers are unable to measure the total path delay
from the ionosphere, instead only measuring changes in the
path delay, which manifest as refractive-like source offsets.
These offsets directly probe the differential STEC, rather
than the scalar STEC field itself. However, the total con-
tent - quantified by the scalar STEC field - is a physically
interesting quantity, and may be important for diagnosing
the quality of a low-frequency observation. In this section,
we present a novel method of deriving the scalar field from
a catalogue of source offsets.
Let the scalar STEC field, i.e. the column density of
electrons in the ionosphere along a given line-of-sight, ®θ, be
denoted φ(®θ). We note that in general φ is also a function of
time, but our calculations here are restricted to a specified
time interval, and we omit it for clarity. In general then, a
given source, i, will experience a 2D offset according to:
∆®θi ∝ ∇φ(®θ). (A1)
Note that this assumes all antennas see through the
same part of the ionosphere. Setting the constant of pro-
portionality for now to C, we recognise that the individual
offsets, ®Di ≡ ∆®θi , are drawn from a vector field:
®D(®θ) = C∇φ(®θ). (A2)
Supposing that our sample of offsets are dense enough
to specify the vector field ®D to an adequate resolution - via
some form of interpolation - our task is then to integrate ®D/C
to obtain the scalar field φ (modulo an additive constant).
This task - the integration of a 2D vector field - is non-
trivial. A first attempt may be made by prescribing a para-
metric form for φ, performing the derivative analytically, and
minimising the residual between the gradient field and the
measured offsets. Clearly, the drawback of this method is its
dependence on a good choice of parameterisation. Since Loi
et al. (2015) found sinusoidal structures in the ionosphere, it
is tempting to use a generalised sinusoidal parameterisation.
However, such structures are quite rare, and it is unknown
how important they are for a typical observing night. Thus,
we seek a non-parametric solution.
Following the same general arguments - specification
of a field φ and subsequent minimisation of its residuals -
a non-parametric method can be imagined. This method
consists of specifying N ‘nodes’, ®θ j across the observed field,
and assigning each a value φ j . The discrete field specified
by these nodes is subsequently 2D-interpolated to yield an
approximate continuous field for which the gradient can be
uniquely calculated. One then proceeds again to minimise
the residuals between this gradient and the measured offsets,
where the parameters of the minimization are the N values
φ j . Tests of this method yielded good results in many cases,
but ultimately we found that it was unreliably dependent on
the resolution of the nodes chosen, with choices that were
mismatched to the typical scales of structures in φ - both
over- and under-dense - tending to result in numerical errors.
In addition, this method is prohibitively expensive due to the
minimisation process.
Despite this, the idea behind this method is optimally
accurate. Two modifications to the process render it quite
feasible: firstly, instead of determining derivatives on the grid
via splines, the derivatives can be specified numerically using
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the familiar ‘central differences’ formula, in matrix form.
Secondly, instead of using a downhill-gradient method of
minimization, the minimization can be done analytically, up
to a necessarily numerical solution of a matrix equation.
This results in precisely the method described in Harker
& O’Leary (2015), who show that the surface reconstruction
problem is thus identical to the solution of a Sylvester Equa-
tion - something that can be achieved in O(N3) time (where
N is the number of nodes in the surface grid). We outline
this method for completeness in Appendix B.
APPENDIX B: THE HARKER-O’LEARY
METHOD
This technique is detailed in Harker & O’Leary (2015), and
we reproduce the basic outline here for completeness. They
proceed to write down the numerical derivative of a function
f (x), discretised at given nodes, as a matrix equation:
f ′j = Di j fi . (B1)
The matrix D is specified by the central difference for-
mula of a given order (e.g. first-order central differences will
have up to 3 contiguous non-zero elements in every row).
Given a gridded surface, expressed as the matrix Z, the
numerical derivatives in each direction are given by
∂Z
∂x
= ZDT
∂Z
∂y
= DZ . (B2)
Note that, for clarity, we have assumed that the grid-spacing
of the surface is both uniform and the same in x and y. The
extension to a non-uniform and asymmetric grid is trivial.
Following our intuitive minimisation method, the inte-
gration problem is to determine Z such that for a measured
gradient, Zˆ, we have:
Zˆx ≈ ZDT , and Zˆy ≈ DZ . (B3)
The value to minimise is thus:
| |ZDT − Zˆx | |2 + | |DZ − Zˆy | |2, (B4)
yielding the matrix equation:
DTDZ + ZDxD − DTy Zˆy − ZˆxD = 0. (B5)
This final equation is a well-known form, termed a
Sylvester Equation, and must be numerically solved. How-
ever, solutions have been well-studied, and the most efficient
are O(N3), where the number of nodes in Z is N. This greatly
improves on previous state-of-the-art reconstruction meth-
ods which only offer O(N6). Indeed the computation time
required for reconstruction in this paper is short (less than
one second on an Intel i7-6700K processor).
We note that the preceding derivation is valid when
the noise at each node is independently drawn from a sin-
gle normal distribution. In general, this may not be a good
approximation; some offsets will be more certain than oth-
ers. Harker & O’Leary (2015) provide generalisations of the
method to accommodate several forms of regularisation, in-
cluding weighted-least-squares. We do not use these gener-
alisations in this paper, leaving their exploration for future
work.
B1 Implementation of the Harker-O’Leary
method
The Harker-O’Leary method requires as input an observed
gridded vector field ®D. However, we begin with a set of n
observed offsets at arbitrary positions. To obtain an estima-
tion of the gridded field, we perform 2D linear interpolation
onto a set of N grid-nodes. Our choice of linear interpolation,
as opposed to some higher-order variant, is based on a de-
sired preservation of noise characteristics. Assuming that the
noise in each offset is independent and Gaussian, then the
variance at some intervening point is the distance-weighted
sum of the variances, which is provided by linear interpola-
tion.
The choice of N is also important. Clearly as few as
possible are desired, but enough to resolve the structures at
hand. We choose to use N ∼ n in the reconstructions in this
paper.
To solve the Sylvester Equation, we have translated the
MATLAB code provided by Harker & O’Leary (2015) into
Python, and included this alongside cthulhu3.
This method has proven remarkably effective at re-
constructing sparsely-sampled simulated surfaces; see Ap-
pendix C for a demonstration, as well as for a comparison
of reconstructions for differing numbers of pierce points.
APPENDIX C: SIMULATIONS OF THE
HARKER-O’LEARY METHOD WITH
VARIABLE PIERCE POINTS
Here, we test the method used to reconstruct STEC scalar
fields by generating a scalar field (our STEC), then simu-
lating its reconstruction with a variable number of pierce
points. The input STEC scalar field is derived from a
Gaussian-distributed noise map with an isotropic power-law
power spectrum with index −3. This results in scalar fields
with ‘clumpy’ large-scale structure, but with random small-
scale irregularities. Our pierce points are randomly but uni-
formly placed over the STEC, and the gradient of the TEC
is determined and recorded for each pierce point. Using the
positions of the pierce points and gradients at the pierce
points, we use the same reconstruction method described in
the text.
Fig. C1 shows the same input TEC scalar field re-
constructed with 5000, 1000, 500 and 100 pierce points.
The third panel of each row is the residual, calculated by
Euclidean norm between corresponding pixels. The recon-
structed TEC generated with 5000 pierce points has vi-
sually little difference from the input TEC, confirmed by
small residual values. The reconstructed TEC derived from
1000 pierce points has less small-scale features, but appears
to map large-scale features accurately, and has dissimilar
structure in the residual map. Reconstructed TECs with 500
and 100 pierce points have clear departures from their in-
put TECs, and have differences in the overall scale of pixel
values. Note that input TEC scalar fields used a size of 200-
by-200 pixels.
Fig. C2 shows the results of a Monte Carlo simulation,
3 https://github.com/cjordan/pyGrad2Surf
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generalising the results shown in Fig. C1. A range of pierce-
point counts are selected over 1000 input TECs, and the sum
over all pixels of the resulting residual map was recorded.
Using the sums, we have plotted the mean and standard
deviation against pierce-point counts. The results approxi-
mate a straight line in log space; an order of magnitude more
pierce points will approximately reduce the resulting error
by an order of magnitude.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Figure C1. Reconstructions of a generated TEC scalar field using the Harker-O’Leary method. Each row of plots contains the generated
TEC, the reconstructed TEC, and the residual map. The pierce points are uniformly distributed across the generated TEC, and the
number of pierce points used for reconstruction is indicated above each reconstructed TEC. The residual map is generated by taking the
Euclidean norm between corresponding pixels.
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Figure C2. Results of a Monte Carlo simulation of TEC scalar field reconstructions. One thousand simulated TEC scalar fields were each
analysed with 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000 and 10000 pierce points. The Euclidean norm is calculated for each input TEC and reconstructed
TEC, and the sum of all norms is reported in the figure, as well as its 1σ boundaries. Note that the size of the scalar fields was 200-by-200;
the number of pixels will directly affect the sum of residuals calculated. The results approximate a power law.
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